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Meeting Location
We meet at The Children’s Museum of Richmond
which is on 2626 West Broad Street, Richmond, VA
23220. The meeting is at 7:00pm, the second
Wednesday of each month.

April Theme
The theme is “Classic Magic.” Classic magic is magic
that has proven itself worthy and has stood the test
of time….

Notifications
On April 21st, Devon Knight will be coming to
Divine Magic and Novelties to lecture for our club.
The lecture will be at 7:30 pm and should prove to be
an entertaining evening. See our website for further
details and don’t forget to pay in advance to get a
discounted rate!
We have been asked to perform for the Cardiac Unit
at VCU. We can schedule this any day of the week
after 6:00. Ask Watt Hyer for more details.

What You Missed In March
Sonny Narveaz from Norfolk Ring 103 started out
the evening of with an awesome comedy routine
"Zipper Afghan" for the magic group.

Joe (also from Ring 103) did an amazing effect using a
goblet, four cards and a dome that covered the goblet
and cards. It was quite a unique rising card effect and
he is quite a performer!

“Fire Magic”
Larry Rohr demonstrated many different types of fire magic,
Double Load Fire Shooter, Torch To Cane, Flash Gun, Bang
Wand, Six Shooter. He also explained how to use sparkle
additives.

Watt Hyer performed Jim Pace’s
“Flaming Business Card” and then
“Bullet Catch”.
Hun Woo did a variety of demonstrations on do-it-yourself pyro-technics such as flint
flashers, flash washers, wish paper to jumbo coins and sparkle additives.
With the help of Barry Mills and
Bill Leedom, Bill Baber performed
“In A Flash” by Jay Sankey. A
quarter is wrapped in a piece of
tissue paper, placed on the pack,
and touched with the flame from
a lighter. The paper ignites, and
the quarter burns down into the middle of the pack. The quarter is now resting at the
bottom of a recently burnt hole running through the top half of the deck. When
thespectator lifts away the destroyed top half of the deck, the unburnt card lying
immediately beneath the still warm coin is the signed card.

Kyle and Kelly

Coming soon…

Check out our website ibmring180.org for information on club events, lectures, news and picture archives!

